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           ARDUINO BASED ULTRASONIC RADAR 

                                          ABSTRACT 

As we know that Radar is an electronic device which consists or contains radio waves to detect 

the object means to find the distance, angle of the object and range as we know the radar is a 

radio detection and ranging. So, In this project we use ultrasonic sensors in place of radar 

because both work the same but the main difference is that the ultrasonic sensor uses sound 

waves to find, detect the distance, angle of velocity and range of the object. So, In this project we 

will use an ultrasonic sensor, servo motor and Arduino. Now servo motor is used to rotate the 

ultrasonic sensor and arduino used for the processing of our project, all with this we also used 

two software that is Arduino IDE and other is Processing app. In this we use Arduino IDE to 

embed the code in arduino and with the processing app we process our project. So, In this project 

we will show how our projects work and show, detect the distance and angle of the object and 

how it is shown on the pc with the help of an arduino and ultrasonic sensor. There is small kind 

of the information that we will give on the abstract that in this project we put some object ahead 

of the ultrasonic sensor but when there is no object it will show only green graph only on the 

screen and not shown any thing in any position but when we put some object in some position 

than when the ultrasonic sensor means radar comes ahead of this object it will show a red lines 

on this graph on this position and also shows angle , distance of this object which is basically 

made for local patch areas like our borders. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Firstly in this report we introduce our project which is Arduino based Ultrasonic Radar. We 

explain all the main points and all the parts of our project also with its hardware and software. 

So, we will start with Radar. Radar is an electronic device which uses radio waves to find, detect 

the range, distance and angle of the object. Now first we will tell why we use ultrasonic sensor in 

place of Radar because if we focus on the working of both of these than we assume that its same 

but only the difference is that Ultrasonic Radar uses sound waves because there are soft fabric 

layer on Ultrasonic radar that consume more sound wave so, it uses sound waves to detect the 

distance, angle and range.  

Now if we focus on the software we use two software one name is Arduino IDE, with the help of 

this we embed the code in our arduino and the other name is Processing app which is used for the 

processing of our project. Now next comes to its implementation as we know that in arduino 

there are fourteen digital pins, eight analogue pins, one pin, one set reset, one analogue reference, 

one 3v, one 5v and three pins are ground and if we see in side of Ultrasonic sensor there are four 

pins total that is echo, trig,Vcc and ground. Also there are three connections in our servo motor 

signal, negative voltage and positive voltage.   

Then we come to the working of our project where all the connections finish and our ultrasonic 

start working means start to rotate with the help of the servo motor. If there is no object in the 

range of the radar than it will show only a green line and green graph in the pc screen, but if we 

put some object in the range of the radar means ultrasonic sensor so, when it comes ahead of the 

object than it will show a red line in the graph with distance, range and angle of the object. So, 

our project is basically used in local path areas to detect the object distance, range and angle.    

1.2 Objective 

The objective and goal of our project is that to detect the object in the range and pass the 

information to the Arduino microcontroller by adjusting the rotation of the servo motor, we 

allow the sensing to be in range from 0 to 150 degree. It can detect objects up to 400cm away 

from the ultrasonic sensor.  

>> This project is basically used for the local patch areas means to detect the local objects range 

if we focus on the main functionality of our project that we seen that this is very helpful for near 

border villages or houses also in army bunkers because it not helps to detect enemy location but 

also not affected by any type of environment. 

>> So, the main objective of our project is to find the location means distance, range and angle 

of the object or any things which come in range of the radar. We also think of making it as an 

advanced version or advanced things that are also used at a higher level. So , this project is 
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helpful or used by our army soldiers for patrolling.So, these are the main objectives of the 

project. 

1. To build up an ultrasonic RADAR.  

2.To identify the fixed or moving item.  

3.To quantify the distance of the article from the framework.  

4.To gauge the point of the moving article.  

5.Diminishing human time and exertion. 

 

1.3 Problem Statement 

Since, electronic segments when used to shape any circuit require some measure of investigating 

to make the circuit work as indicated by our desires. In our task, there were a few issues that we 

needed to manage. 

 

1.4 Scope 

There are a lot of scopes to develop our project. If we can use wireless Ultrasonic sensors it is 

possible to cover a full surrounding area. We can also see the object that come in the coverage 

area of radar by using a camera 

 

1.5 Methodology 

To check the working of this undertaking, after its arranging, advancement and programming we 

put barely any articles before the ultrasonic sensor. As the ultrasonic radar moves with the help 

of a servo motor, our screen started to show the yield through getting ready IDE. From this time 

forward, when the sensor crosses the article then in the pc screen it shows a red portion with the 

distance and point where the thing is paced. The essential thing was gotten at the distance of 

30.5cm assessed through a ruler and the system assessed the distance at 32cm.While the ensuing 

article was set a ways off of 20 cm and the structure assessed it as 21cm. Subsequently the 

decided efficiency wound up being 95%. Here, as it is shown the controller we are using is 

Arduino, with the data Ultrasonic sensor and the yield is the servo motor which turns 180 

degrees. The microcontroller controls all the exercises of this system, from turn of the motors to 

the obstruction revelation of the ultrasonic and depiction of the result on the screen. Here, it 

tends to see how the work cycle in this radar system. The sensor will recognize the object 
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distance and angle easily with the help of ultrasonic bradar because as we know ultrasonic 

sensors are very sensitive and easily detect the deep objects.All these distance, range and angle 

can be shown on our pc screen in which the arduino is connected. This all working de[pend upon 

the two softwares one is Arduino IDE and other is processing app. In arduino we embed the code 

in arduino and with the processing app we help to process the project means ultrasonic radar. So, 

this is the working of the project.  

1.6 Applications 

There are many types of applications of our project but we take some real life examples and that 

are very useful  for our country and safety. Also in the coming time this project will be used in 

advance. In our project there are lots of instruments or components that are used in every 

electronics project intoday time. So, if we focus on the main application of our project that is in 

the Air Force, Naval and Army. Our project is not only used in this field but also used by car 

companies like ford, audi and texas. These types of projects are also promoted by google. So 

these are the important applications. 

Application in Air Force 

In flight, airplanes are outfitted with radar gadgets that caution airplanes or different deterrents in 

or moving toward their way, show climate data, and give exact elevation readings. The main 

business gadget fitted to the airplane was a 1938 Bell Lab unit on some United AirLines aircraft. 

Such airplanes can land in mist at air terminals furnished with radar-helped ground-controlled 

methodology frameworks in which the plane's flight is seen on radar screens while 

administrators radio landing headings to the pilot. 

Naval Application 

Marine radars are used to measure the bearing and distance of ships to prevent collision with 

other ships, to navigate, and to detect the location. This helps our navy with the help of this. It is 

also easy to find the enemy marine underwater because it also works under water and never gets 

affected by the temperature.So, this is also the main application of our project. 

Application in Army 

Two camcorders naturally recognize and track the enemy easily. This will really help our army. 

This project is specially made for this purpose because it is used in night patrolling and detects 

easily the enemy and many types of movements that make it easy for our soldiers to detect the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_radar
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location and range of the enemy. Also this is used in borders for the safety of army bunkers, 

weapons and local patch areas. So, this is also the most important application of our project. 

Meteorological Applications 

In Meteorology this is used for the purpose to  monitor precipitation and wind. It is used as the 

main part to know the weather condition means this is also used for short term weather 

forecasting and also used for severe weather like heavy rain, storms and wind etc. This is also 

used by geologists for the mapping of earth crust.  

1.7 Working 

In this part we are explaining the working of our project. Firstly we implement all the 

components and write the codes in our softwares. Then in the next part we connect our project 

with the personal computer or laptop. Now it starts working. Our radar means the ultrasonic 

sensor moves with the help of a servo motor. It covers the surrounding areas easily. Now, in the 

next it notes and records the movement and detects the objects if there is no object it shows only 

a green graph and a green line in this graph this is all with the help of arduino. Then  we try to 

check its main working so we put an object ahead of our radar or ultrasonic sensor and when our 

radar comes in front of this object it will show the red line over the green graph in the pc screen 

and also shows the distance, angle and range of the object.  

There is no chance of stuck and lagging in working if use the best arduino model, there is no 

loose wiring and also not error in coding because sometimes there are a little error means to find 

distance, range and angle there is code and with a little mistakes it will gave a little bit error in 

values. So, if you try to make this project mainly focus on the code that you write and the wiring. 

So, this is the working of the project.  
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1.8  Advantages of the Project 

It does not get affected by any type of color and transparency. As we know that ultrasonic 

sensors transmit the sound off of the object, So its  transparency or transparency does not affect 

the radar viewing. It works in any dark environment so we can also use this project into 

advanced levels like night patrolling purposes. Also, it does not get affected by rain, snow, dust 

and snow. The other advantage is that this project is made with ultrasonic sensor so it has high 

sensitivity and high frequency so it is easy to detect the deep objects and there is also a self 

cleaning system in this project. So, these are the advantages of Arduino Based Ultrasonic Radar. 

 

1.9 Limitations of the Project 

The limitations of this project are like there is very soft fabric in the ultrasonic sensor so it 

absorbs more sound waves so it is tough or hard to detect that kind of objects that are covered 

with soft fabric. This project uses sound waves and conducts the sound to work continuously so 

it does not work in a vacuum because there is no air for the sound from its travel through. The 

other main disadvantage is that it’s detection range, which is dependent on the quality of the 

ultrasonic sonic sensor, is used in the project. So, these are the main disadvantages of Arduino 

Based Ultrasonic Radar. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT 

 

2.1 Theory of Operation 

This application of the ultrasonic radar is mainly based on the sound waves because as we know 

that radar is used radio waves as the name radio detection and ranging  we understand that radar 

uses radio waves to detect the object distance, range and angle. So here we use ultrasonic sensors 

as a radar and it uses Sound waves to detect the object range and angle. The main objective of 

our project to cover the nearby areas means local patch areas as behind we are studying about the 

working and application of this project sio i think this is easily understandable to all of us what is 

the overview of this project. This project is mainly used for night patrolling because ultrasonic 

sensors easily detect the object because it is a very sensitive component but one main 

disadvantage of our project is that it makes continuously sound because there is soft fabric in 

ultrasonic sensor and it is absorb more amount of soundwaves so it makes continuously sound.  

 

In coming this project is also used in robots, in cars and in our mobiles as a gps system to locate 

our exact or current location, in robots to navigate the map and to show the live location video. 

In cars this is used in car parking or when we try to back our car sometimes and there is wall 

behind the car so sometimes  little accidents happen so in today's time many of the companies 

use the advanced version and use the sensor to detect easily and give a beep sound this will be 

used as a safety purpose. This project is also used in weather forecasting and prediction of the 

thunderstorms and heavy winds. This project is not only used in these purposes but also used by 

our army, air force purpose to detect the enemy tanks, missiles etc. The basic range of this radar 

is to detect two hundred meter but if we try to put this in an advanced version and try to convert 

this project in advance it will easily cover the distance of four hundred meters.       
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2.2 The idea 

The idea of this project mainly comes from our indian armed forces means this is basically used 

for safety purposes by our army, airforce. Also but in today's time this technology is used in 

advanced ways such as in car companies like audi, ford etc. Also we want to make this project 

with some changes. We want to handle this on our mobile like home automation. This helps us to 

patrol from anywhere and also work as a GPS system. So, as we main focus on our project this is 

already built by many of the field but we try to make it with some changes. So, this is the idea 

about this project. 

 

 

2.3 Historical Background of Radar 

The historical backdrop of radar (where radar represents Radio Detection and Ranging) began 

with tests in the 19th century that indicated that in radar the radio waves are backward or 

means to transmit or receive the radio waves by metallic articles. This chance was proposed in 

the original work on electromagnetism. In any case, it was not until the early 20th century that 

systems able to use these principles were becoming widely available, and Also in history it is 

not much developed and only used as a radar to detect the location. If we focus on its 

historical background, we can see only the main use of radar but in this time it is mainly done 

by arduino and some types of sensors that can easily detect the deep objects. So, this is the 

historical background of our project or radar. 

 

 

2.4 Introduction 

The main goal of our project is to use the ultrasonic sensor which is connected to the arduino uno 

board and the sensor will give the signal in which the arduino transfers it to the screen and that 

signal is shown in the screen of the laptop. Which is very helpful to calculate the presence of any 

object in front of the radar as well as shows the range, angle and distance where that object 

displaced or located. 

 

2.4 Technological overview 

In the Technical overview we explain that in this project both hardware and software are used. 

So, in the technological overview this project is well maintained by both the hardware and 

software. In which softwares we used and what are the main components that we use in our 

project. So, firstly we start with the softwares that we use one is an Arduino IDE which is used 
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to embed the code in arduino and the other is processing IDE which means processing 

software in which we write the code and use it for processing our project functionality. Now 

comes to the hardware system which is Arduino required to connect with pc and transfer the 

signal with the help of other hardware systems such as servo motor which is used to rotate our 

radar and ultrasonic sensor is used to sense , detect the object location, range and angle. This is 

the technological overview of our project arduino based ultrasonic radar. 

 

 

 

 

2.5 Software Used 

 Arduino IDE 

The arduino IDE is a kind of software that is used to embed the code in arduino. Arduino IDE 

software is only the software that is used for the processing in arduino based projects. So, in our 

project we use this software. In this software we write our programs in two languages that are c 

and c++. This is also known as open source because as we know that arduino is an open source 

hardware and software where we work on both platform hardware and software. We can also say 

that the Arduino integrated development environment is  a type of cross platform application 

written in java language and the name integrated development environment is for the processing 

of the arduino. 

With the programming it helps to change the analog into digital means we encode it into the 

digital form means when we start our project with the help of pc it shows a graph means sketch 

in our pc screen. This is a kind of project in which we detect the object distance and angle So, 

this is possible with the help of an arduino integrated development environment. There are some 

important functions which are required for an arduino. 

Setup(): This function is required for the beginning of the program in which the settings arte 

introduced. 

Loop(): This function is required to off the board, end the program and all the controls of the 

board are off. 

The next step is to open the software Arduino IDE and select the board that is used. To select 

the board.  
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·Firstly you will go to the tools option. 

·Then in the next step we select the board option. 

·Now in board select the board being used, this is used for the arduino. 

·Now go to the tools options and then from this go to port option where the arduino board is 

associated 

The important things in the use of the arduino because it is also connected with the internet 

which helps us to also perform this project in advance. In this we use the arduino software of 

windows seven and wins also there are lots of options like linux 32, linux 64 and windows 8. But 

remember to try to use a medium version software because there are small chances of  lagging 

the programme and project and also low chances of error in values. 

1. We embed the code in the Arduino board which is known as portrayals. Every port is divided 

or produced in three parts: variables, declaration of the values, Initialization and control code. In 

which we are written the code and it helps to control the arduino board functioning.  

2. The graph which is formed and readings are saveds in the tool menu and we can also find this 

with the open option. 

3.The graphs and values are stored in the directory of the software.  

4. This is very important to choose the board for the processing.  
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Processing Software 

Processing software is a kind of software that is required for the main functioning of the project. 

In which we are required to write the program and perform it . It only allows the java 

programming and also known as processing integration development environment. As we focus 

on this name so we can know that it itself creates an inner output that is very helpful for the 

project.  

This is also used for media labs and for live streaming it is little bit the same work as structured 

query language. So, this software means processing integration development environment is used 

in our project. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION 
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The above fig.1 shows the Block Diagram of the short range radar system. Here we use an 

Arduino Uno microcontroller which is open source to implement an embedded based system. 

ATMEGA 328 microcontroller sends 10 microsecond pulse width to ultrasonic transmitter, echo 

back signal received by TX module of ultrasonic. After then receive pulse width calculated by 

the micro controller. Here we use a servo motor on which the ultrasonic module is mounted to 

receive 180 degree signal. Microcontroller  communication through with a baud rate of 9600. 

This protocol works on ASCII values. So calculated distance transmitted from microcontroller . 

According to sensing different obstacles which are around 180 degree and 250 cm range, visible 

as a red spot. 

 

3.1.1 ARDUIN0 

Arduino is the open software hardware  and software which works as both platform hardware 

and software. As we focus on the pins of arduino there is fourteen digital pins , eight analog pins, 

three pins are ground pins which is used to ground the circuit, one is set rest pin, one is analog 

reference pin, one is 3.3 volt pin, one is 5 volts pin and one is power input. If we focus on the 

other parts on the arduino ports so there is one baree jack that is used for the power input and rest 

switch which is used if sometimes there is error in values so we use reset switch. There is a usb 

port and also in the new version of the arduino there is a wifi connector. We can on off our 

arduino with a power indicator. 
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ATIONS 

These are the specifications of the arduino  in which all the important parameters are given. In 

this project the model which we used in our project is Arduino uno R3. This is the best version 

which is used for most of the project. So, we use this model of the arduino. 

 

 

3.1.2 ULTRASONIC SENSOR 

Ultrasonic sensor is an electronic object which is used in this project. We use ultrasonic sensors 

inplace of  radar because ultrasonic sensors use sound waves to detect the object the same as 

radar uses radio waves to find the object distance, angle and range. There is the soft fabric in the 

ultrasonic sensor so it absorbs the large amount of the soundwaves. So, it makes sound 

continuously to work continuously. There are the some points that is consist by the ultrasonic 

sensor. 

1)Time of flight 

2)Doppler shift  

3)Amplitude attenuation. 

 

ULTRASONIC SENSOR HC-SR04 
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In this we use the model of ultrasonic radar named HC-SR04. This is the best model of the 

ultrasonic sensor because in which there is a large amount of fabric added to easily sense the 

object not only the day but also in the dark environment and rain , dusty environment.  

Below we have given the different values and important parameters of the ultrasonic sensor. 

With these parameters we can easily understand the model quality. So in our project we used this 

model of ultrasonic sensor. 

 

 

 

3.1.3 SERVO MOTOR 

                                           SERVO MOTOR 
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A servo motor is an electrical component that is used in or project. The main use of this 

component is that it is used to rotate our ultrasonic radare. There are three connections only in 

servo motors. There is one is negative voltage, one is positive voltage and other is the signal so 

we can connect all these connections with our ultrasonic sensor means our ultrasonic sensor is 

mounted over the servomotor. Inside it there is a motor which is also used in remote control toys. 

Servo motor is basically used in our project to move our ultrasonic sensor. So this is the main 

purpose of the servo motor in our project. 

 

2.2 FLOW CHART 
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As we know that flow chart is used to know or explain the process or better understand anything. 

So,In this flowchart we try to explain the process or entire process of our project.This help us to 

better understand means firstly we start that comes to its input process means which is given by 

the ultrasonic sensor to detect the object and gives supply to our arduino, means gives input to 

the processing software. It detects the object by rotating with the help of a servo motor. Then 

next it comes to the output means to the monitor display it shows us the graphical representation 

of the output which also shows the distance and the range or angle of the object that is detected 

by our radar. So, this is the flow chart that helps us to better understand the process.  

 

2.2 Flowchart of Hardware System: 

 

 

Development life cycle of radar system 
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Hardware system design of radar system 

Hardware system design: 

In this project we are basily using three hardwares or our project mainly depends on three 

projects one is Arduino, Servo motor and Ultrasonic sensor. All these hardwares are most 

important and also other hardwares like jumper wire and breadboard e used in this project. On 

the previous page we make the hardware system design that is easily understandable to each of 

us. So, in this diagram we have given every step of hardware design that is used in our project. 

System circuit design: 

In the previous figure we also explain the circuit design of our project in which we connect the 

digital pin of the arduino with the trigger and the digital pin eight with the echo and the Vcc with 

the 3.3 volt pin and ground with the ground pin. Because in ultrasonic sensors there are four 

connections one is echo, trigger, Vcc and Ground. So in the previous page there is a circuit 

diagram or circuit design for our project.  
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CHAPTER 4 

LITERATURE SURVEY  

Ensuring to encounter a segment of the papers as for utilization using, it was discovered  thought 

is looked through a great deal and is a standard thought ahead of time. The uses are not simply 

beneficial and strong yet notwithstanding a monetarily feasible Arduino based radar framework. 

Not just this, here other  helpful utilizations of ultrasonic sensors were noticed as well. This 

paper examines an observing framework which is intended to quantify the speed of waves and 

the stature of a waterway through a ultrasonic sensor utilizing a microcontroller (Arduino). If the 

stream can't oblige the volume of water, at that point it will lower with land and this wonder is 

called flood or flood. We can conquer issues by prior ID in the tallness of water and noticing 

speed. On the off chance that we recognize issues prior we can defeat this issue before it turns 

into an emergency. By testing the framework for example straightforward water level, it was 

seen that super sonic has a precision of . Be that as it may, when it is executed in the streams 

there are numerous blunders due to various kinds of water levels because of hefty waves and 

speed of water and furthermore because of drifting of weighty articles. Dissimilar to Previous 

testing results, the creator coordinated this examination on the adjustment. The test was finished. 

The Arduino was utilized as a regulator of utilization. For more examination, data of profundity 

this framework will be shipped off the information base worker site to be checked consistently. 

A savvy driver observing and vehicle control framework is presented in this examination. This 

innovation is made to stay away from mishaps by observing the driver's exercises. The essayist 

expresses a portion of the fundamental purposes behind mishaps today. These are liquor 

utilization by the driver, heedlessness, sluggishness or clinical disease. The different structure, 

engines, transfers, attempts and are seen. Ultrasonic is used to caution the driver if any vehicle 

gravitates toward his vehicle. It is seen by the help of sensors executed in the vehicle and the 
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inconspicuous components are revived to the owner. This framework conquers all the various 

viewpoints because of which different advancements intended for this reason have fizzled, 

making the framework more helpful, proficient and less expensive and less tedious. In this 

exploration paper creators have given data about the location of radio waves and following or 

going through a radar set which is worked from segments like an ultrasonic sensor, a servo 

engine and an Arduino. The creator examined the direct estimation issue due to which distance 

estimation was unrealistic between certain items, and was settled with the presentation of 

Ultrasonic distance measure. It permits us to take non contact estimations. This radar framework 

can radically lessen power utilization. The writer says that this framework is an This paper 

represents a system for obstacle detection in a known environment. This system works through 

an android based mobile camera. People who are Arduino based radar systems visually impaired, 

face difficulties in detecting obstacles and navigation while they walk. They use sticks for this 

problem nonetheless this manner or technique is not the right way of doing it. Object indicator or 

detector can overcome accidents or collision problems of people or the other way is they can do  

incredibly convenient radar framework, it can peruse or follow the distance and point of a 

hindrance and show it up on the screen. The ultrasonic was joined on top of the servo engine to 

recognize obstructions from option to left. 

This paper speaks to a framework for snag location in a known climate. This framework works 

through an android based versatile camera. Individuals who are Arduino based radar frameworks 

outwardly hindered, face troubles in recognizing obstructions and route while they walk. They 

use sticks for this issue in any case this way or strategy isn't the correct method of doing it. 

Article pointer or finder can conquer mishaps or impact issues of individuals or the alternate way 

is they can do exact guide perusing. The calculation which is made for indoor planning. In the 

indoor climate all unmistakable floors are taken in thought and a solitary picture is kept or put 

away for particular floors. These pictures of the floor are taken as reference pictures. The creator 

makes reference to that this calculation is precise and works continuously. There are various 

strategies examined in this paper for hindrance location. For these kinds of issues we can utilize 

the methodology of SONAR sensor and furthermore laser camera .In this paper presented a 

figure for distinguishing prevention in known condition with an android based adaptable camera 

which sweeps a picked area before the camera for hindrance area. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION  

Various progressed control strategies offered fashioners to have more order over various 

progressed applications. In our paper, the suggested planning strategy for the entire framework is 

surveyed on little standards. We have decided that our plan "Radar System" is an extremely 

tremendous field and the future extent of this innovation is high. We have colossal frameworks 

that have been executed or utilized . There is a top of future extent of this plan due to its security 

limit. It very well may be utilized in numerous applications. This system can likewise be created 

or altered by the rising requirements and requests . As we have planned a short reach radar 

consequently our exploration was determined and restricted. This framework can just identify 

objects from 0 to 180 degrees simply because the servo engine that we have utilized can pivot 

just to this reach. Along these lines, because of this constraint our plan can't be applied to spots 

or zones for deterrent location for a bigger scope. Utilization of a 360 degrees pivoting servo 

engine can make the framework more productive. We anticipate changing this framework and 

upgrading our examination work by utilizing a completely 360 degrees pivoting servo and a 

higher went ultrasonic sensor. We can additionally add highlights to this framework for example 

making it portable, mounting an alert framework to it which turns on when a deterrent is 

recognized. Further changes could be an impediment evading robots with reconnaissance 

frameworks. 

          

 

5.1 DISCUSSION 
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In this paper we have attempted to use ultrasonic sensors for implementation of RADAR and got 

a result that exceeds our presumed expectations. The basic systems created for preventing human 

effort. With some enhancements the system can be used for real time purposes. 
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APPENDIX 

>> Main hardwares used in this project are Arduino, Ultrasonic Sensor and Servo Motor. 

>> This project is done by the Arduino IDE application. 

>> This project is done by the Processing IDE software. 
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